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if you could help me on that A: If you really need to use MATLAB, you can open the.mat file with the matlab (not matlab)
code: file = 'test.mat'; fid = fopen(file); ... fclose(fid); If you want to write the same data to multiple files, you can try to use
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mput: fid1 = fopen('test1.mat','w'); fid2 = fopen('test2.mat','w'); fid3 = fopen('test3.mat','w'); mput(struct,fid1);
mput(struct,fid2); mput(struct,fid3); fclose(fid1); fclose(fid2); fclose(fid3); Q: Vim - how to change 'cursor' character for regex
search and replace i have vimrc with config to use 3 different colors for: Search Change it looks like this: set t_Co=256 set
t_Sb=86 set t_Cr=173 set t_Cc=138 how can i change cursor from g to some other character? The relevant value is t_Cc (cursor
color) (it's not 256, but another value in the range from 128 to 255, and that can be set as you want by setting the optional
second argument to a different value). See :help 't_Cc' To specify a different color for the "g" cursor, use the :set t_Cc?
command. To change the "g" cursor, you can use set t_Cc=0. This changes the "g" cursor from black to blue. Note that not all
colors have a "g" cursor variant; for example, background color (t_Sb) cannot, because it's more like an indicator of the color
mode that the cursor is in. If you want to customize the colors, you can use the "guifg" and "guibg" variables to assign colors to
the current and normal-mode cursor color. /** * Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one * or more
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